Big and Little: A Story of Opposites
by Cheryl Pilgrim
JP Pilgrim
Two dogs, one big and one little, approach the same outdoor adventure in very different ways.

How to Two
by David Soman
JP Soman
A playful concept story explores themes of inclusivity with simple text and evocative artwork that follow the transitions of a single child at the playground who bonds with a growing number of new friends.

I Love You All Year Through
by Stephanie Stansbie
JP Stansbie
Poetic verses express the unconditional love shared between grownups and their little ones.

Fergal and the Bad Temper
by Robert Starling
JP Starling
Disliking when he’s told what to do, a young dragon with a very bad temper takes the advice of friends and family members who suggest a variety of tricks for cooling off.

Llama Destroys the World
by Jonathan Stutzman
JP Stutzman
An uproariously cake-obsessed, dancing llama gorges himself silly until he rips his favorite pair of dancing pants, inadvertently opening a black hole that challenges him to save the world, and perhaps fall for a different sweet treat.

Hold Hands
by Sara Varon
JP Varon
A rhyming celebration of friendship and connection that invites children to discover the power of holding hands with loved ones throughout everyday activities.

Most Marshmallows
by Rowboat Watkins
JP Watkins
Everyday squishy marshmallows can have extraordinary dreams.

Diggersaurs
by Michael Whaite
JP Whaite
Bigger than diggers or dinosaurs, a crew of diggersaurs rumble, crunch, and stack their way through a busy day at the construction site.
Bedtime for Baby Shark: Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo
by John John Bajet
JP Bajet
Baby shark gets ready for bed as he brushes his teeth, takes a bath, puts on pajamas and reads a book.

The Very Impatient Caterpillar: Am I a Butterfly Yet?
by Ross Burach
JP Burach
A nervous caterpillar finds out facts about transformation while struggling to wait through a long stretch in his cocoon.

Pete the Cat and the Itsy Bitsy Spider
by James Dean
JP Dean
Pete the Cat reminds you to never give up, no matter how itsy bitsy you are.

Snakes On a Train
by Kathryn Dennis
JP Dennis
A tale full of sounds and other word play where friendly snakes slither and hiss on their train ride.

1, 2, 3, Jump!
by Lisl H. Detlefsen
JP Detlefsen
Lighthearted advice about how to get ready for swimming.

Baby Day
by Jane Godwin
JP Godwin
A baby’s first birthday is celebrated with neighbors, including several baby friends who demonstrate how they can be shy, friendly, strong, sunny and more.

Underwear!
by Jennifer Harney
JP Harney
A bear who would rather play with his underwear than put it on and get ready for bed.

Now What?: A Math Tale
by Robie H. Harris
JP Harris
A gentle introduction to early math concepts features a problem-solving little puppy who rearranges blocks of different shapes to build a bed that is just the right size for a nap.

Arrr, Mustache Baby!
by Bridget Heos
JP Heos
Mustache Baby and Beard Baby team up to recover stolen treasure and convince baby buccaneers Captain Kid and Short John Silver to go legit.

We Are (Not) Friends
by Anna Kang
JP Kang
A fun-filled playdate between two fuzzy buddies is challenged by the arrival of a third friend and activities throughout a day in which each feels occasionally left out, until an eruption of tempers ensues.

Wings
by Cheryl B. Klein
JP Klein
Simple rhymes and vibrant artwork in a loving tribute to the challenges and triumphs of a baby bird’s first flight.

Bear Came Along
by Richard T. Morris
JP Morris
A river flowing through a forest becomes aware of its own potential for adventure when it is joined downstream by unlikely companions Froggy, Turtles, Beaver, Raccoons and Duck, who hilariously discover how much they need one another.